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Abstract: This position paper discusses the problem of evaluating a function on an untrusted host, while
maintaining the confidentiality of the function. A new non-interactive protocol designed to evaluate a
function on an untrusted host is presented. The protocol prevents the disclosure of the function under
cryptographic assumptions.
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1 Introduction

With the advent of new computing paradigms like mobile code and ubiquitous computing, the privacy and
integrity of software programs become a major concern beyond classical data security considerations.
Running a program in a potentially hostile environment may raise various security requirements, as fol-
lows:

- a company might need to prevent the disclosure of certain sensitive algorithms implemented in its soft-
ware products despite extensive code analysis and reverse engineering by potential intruders including its
customers;

- a mobile software agent acting on behalf of a person might need to assure the integrity of some critical
operation performed on an untrusted remote host;

- a data collection agent might need to assure both the confidentiality and the integrity of the results com-
puted at various competing sites.

In this position paper, we suggest a cryptographic mechanism for evaluating a function on an untrusted
environment while assuring the privacy of the function. The goal of function privacy is twofold:

- algorithm confidentiality, i. e., hiding the design of the algorithm;

- integrity of execution, i. e., if an attacker cannot derive the algorithm, then he cannot figure out the best
way of tampering it to his benefit.

The position paper is organized as follows: in section two, the existing approaches to function evaluation
with confidentiality are referred and a definition of autonomous protocol is given. Section three defines the
intractability assumption of coding theory used as a guarantee of security of our protocol. In section four,
a simple protocol to achieve privacy for mobile code is given and its security is evaluated. Section five is
dedicated to future work and conclusions.
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2 Related Work

The problem addressed here was referred in the seminal paper by Abadi, Feigenbaum and Kilian
[AFK89], which focuses on hiding data from an oracle, or in other words, computing with encrypted data.
Based on this idea, Abadi and Feigenbaum [AF90] developed a protocol to secure circuit evaluation,
which allows a player to evaluate his data on another player’s boolean circuit, thereby preserving the con-
fidentiality of his data, under the Quadratic Residue Assumption (QRA), and also hiding the circuit from
the owner of the data. Even though originally intended for data confidentiality, this protocol can also be
used for encrypting functions. The major drawback of the protocol is the communication complexity
between the two players.

FIGURE 1. Autonomous Protocol

Recently, Sander and Tschudin [ST98b], [ST98a] defined a function hiding scheme based on an autono-
mous (non-interactive) protocol as depicted in Figure 1. This protocol is autonomous in so far as the inter-
actions between the owner of the function (Alice) and the remote party that evaluates the function (Bob),
consist only of the transmission of the function by Alice to Bob and the transmission of the result back to
Alice by Bob. Unlike the protocol by Abadi and Feigenbaum [AF90], an autonomous protocol does not
involve the exchange of information between players during function evaluation.

In an autonomous protocol, a function f owned by Alice is evaluated by Bob on the input data x (provided
by Bob), while preventing the disclosure of f to Bob. The privacy of f is assured by the transformation E
that satisfies the following properties:

- it is infeasible under the intractability of a computational problem to derive f from E(f) without the
knowledge of a secret trapdoor;

- the cleartext result f(x) can be derived from the encrypted result [E(f)](x) in polynomial time using a
secret trapdoor (function D).

Sander and Tschudin [ST98b] illustrated the autonomous protocol concept with a method that allows to
encrypt polynomials, based on the Goldwasser Micali [GM84] encryption scheme. When the functions to
be evaluated can be expressed in terms of polynomials, function hiding is achieved, under the QRA.

The possibility of using the so-called composition techniques is also referred in [ST98b], but no security
evaluation is provided. The composition techniques consist in multiplying function f by a random inverti-
ble function.

The goal of the protocols for function evaluation with privacy is conceptually different from the protocols
used for Private Information Retrieval (see for example [CMS99] for one of the latest results on the field
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and a survey of previous work), where the goal is to hide an index i, while retrieving the bit ai from a pub-
lic database in the form of a string A=a1a2 ...ai ...an , therefore preserving the privacy of the query.

In [Hoh98] the author presented a technique, called black box, designed to render code interpretation
more complex. The work focuses on the Java programming language and performs obfuscation of the
bytecode in order to render reverse engineering more complex, especially when automatic disassemblers
are used. For example, variables are split into different arrays and their names changed. However, the
security of such empiric techniques is difficult to quantify.

We excluded from this section all the protocols using several players or data replication between different
non-communicating databases. We will suggest an original autonomous protocol based on an intractabil-
ity assumption of coding theory. Therefore, a brief overview of the computational complexity assumption
beyond certain coding problems is given.

3 Coding Theory

The idea presented in this position paper consists of encrypting a function represented on a matrix format,
with a transformation similar to the one used to construct the public key on Public Key Cryptosystems
based on coding theory. Cryptosystems based on coding theory rely on the difficulty of decoding or find-
ing a minimum weight codeword in a large linear code with no visible structure. These general problems
of coding theory were proven to be NP complete [EBvT78] and were used on the public key cryptosys-
tems proposed by McEliece [McE78], Niederreiter [Nie86] and Gabidulin [GPT91]. Some identification
schemes that exploit these problems have also been proposed in [Ste93] and [Ver95].

Despite the general problem of finding a minimum weight codeword in a large linear code with no visible
structure being NP-complete, the best known attacks exploit the properties of linear codes to find a trap-
door, i. e., to recover the structure of the original code or to find an equivalent code. This attack is usually
called a Brickell-like attack [Bri84].

The security of the cryptosystem is highly dependent on the class of codes used. The initial proposal from
Niederreiter used concatenated codes, which were proven to be insecure [Sen94]. Reed-Solomon codes
were also proven to be insecure [SS92]. McEliece proposed Goppa codes that proved to be secure. Never-
theless, Goppa codes generated by a Goppa polynomial which has binary coefficients are also insecure
[Loi98]. A description of the cryptoanalysis of the McEliece scheme is beyond the scope of this position
paper and can be found on [LM99].

The properties that a code should have in order to be an eligible candidate for these cryptosystems, which
result from the lessons learned from successful attacks against this kind of cryptosystems, are the follow-
ing [CC98]:

- The class of codes must be large enough to avoid any enumeration;

- An efficient decoding algorithm should exist for this class;

- The generator or parity-check matrix of a transformation of the code must not give any information
about its structure.

If the codes obey these rules then the security of the cryptosystems is equivalent to the problem of decod-
ing any linear code without any visible structure. The class of Goppa codes meets all the properties
referred. There are a big number of different Goppa codes, efficient decoding algorithms exist and it does
not exist an efficient algorithm to retrieve the characteristic parameters of the code from a permuted gener-
ation matrix [CS98]. Therefore, we use the problem of decoding as an intractable assumption.
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4 Function Evaluation with Privacy - FEP

Figure 2 depicts the operations performed by the two players of the autonomous protocol using the pro-
posed function privacy scheme as described below. The description of our scheme is done for binary
codes, like on the original McEliece scheme, but can be extended to q-ary linear codes which were also
proven to be secure [JM96]. Nevertheless, the binary matrix format is suitable for representing boolean
functions or circuits.

Let be a generating matrix for an Goppa code . Let be an random permutation
matrix and an random matrix where at least columns consist of the null vector. G, P, and
E are kept secret by Alice. Let F be a matrix over Ζ2 representing function f. Alice computes the
encrypted function F’ by and sends F’ to Bob. Bob evaluates F’ on his data
expressed by the multiplication  and sends back the result y’ to Alice.

Alice decrypts the result and uses C’s secret decoding algorithm [MS77] to retrieve the clear-
text result from . The vector is a correctable error vector since its
Hamming weight  is inferior at t.

FIGURE 2. Autonomous Protocol based on coding theory.

4.1  Example

In this example, we show how to use the protocol described for remote evaluation of a ridiculously small
boolean circuit with 2 inputs and 4 outputs. Each output can be expressed by an equation:

Therefore, the circuit can be represented by an matrix, and the operations are performed over Ζ2.
The circuit evaluation can be done by the following vector by matrix multiplication:

Generally, in a boolean circuit with l inputs and k outputs, each equation has terms corresponding
to all possible combinations between inputs. Thus m is the size of the input vector x and the matrix F rep-
resenting the circuit has size . This matrix will be transformed on a matrix F’ of size .
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The example highlights a disavantage of our protocol: the expansion of the matrix expressing the function.
For the code [1024, 524, 101] initially proposed by McEliece, the size of the circuit will be almost dupli-
cated. Nevertheless, this disavantage also happens to a higher degree with the other autonomous protocol
previously referred [ST98b].

4.2   Security Evaluation

The function privacy property relies on the hardness of retrieving the private function F from the
encrypted function F’. The matrix F does not change the codewords of the code, that is, it does not influ-
ence the security properties of the code described on section three. On the other hand, each row of F’ is a
codeword of an unstructured code, so under our intractability assumption, it is infeasible for Bob to
retrieve each row of F individually.

The error matrix E used in our scheme enhances the security of the function hiding, in particular against
matrix factorization attacks. The use of matrix E as a randomizer is an important security advantage to our
scheme over the composition techniques based on the multiplication by random matrices.

If the function f is invertible, Alice can always find the input data x from f(x) and f. The confidentiality of
the input data x with respect to a third party intruder, during transmission, can be assured if Bob adds a
correctible random error vector to the result of the computation. Then, the total number of errors, that is
the sum of the errors in the matrix E and the ones in the vector xF’, cannot exceed the error correcting
capability of the code. If the result f(x) is transmitted back to Bob, there is the possibility of an interpola-
tion attack, which hardness relies on the complexity of the function f.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

This position paper presented an original approach to the problem of function evaluation with privacy,
using an intractability assumption of coding theory.

The aim of our protocol was to address the issue of secure evaluation of functions in potentially hostile
environments. Even thought the basic purpose of our scheme is privacy, the privacy of the function can
also assure the integrity of its execution. If an attacker cannot disclose the original function, and if the
final result is encrypted, he will not be able to tamper the function in his benefit.

Future work will focus on more efficient representations for boolean functions and the extension of our
protocol to a broader class of languages.
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